SECRET

PRITY SUAT INFO DIR CITE MEXI 2378 (MADR-ACTING)

REPS MEXI 2378 (4/19/61)

CUAT 1682 IN-10/1958

1. [LINLUCI] NOW ON VERY FRIENDLY TERMS AMUPAS-1 REPORTED SHE
RETURNED MEXI FROM CACA AND LEFT AGAIN FOR CUAT 7 NOV. WAS TO
BRING HIM REPLY FROM BERNARDO ALVARADO KONZAI TO LETTER SHE HAD
PREVIOUSLY DELIVERED TO ALVARADO.

2. AT MEETING WITH CO 6 NOV AMUPAS-1 SAID SHE PLANNING ANOTHER
TRIP SUAT BUT GAVE NO INDICATION SHE GOING IMMEDIATELY. NEXT
CONTACT WAS SCHEDULED FOR 13 NOV.

3. PLEASE KEEP STATION ADVISED SUBJECT TO HCS APPROVAL,
STATION RECOMMENDS NO ACTION OTHER THAN FOLLOW-UP REPORTING.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *INFO ON MOVEMENTS OF AMUPAS-1.
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